Challenge
Bad actors on social media and digital platforms seek to spread malicious content, impersonate your brand and create distrust between you and your customers. It can be difficult to identify, manage and take action against these profiles and posts quickly and effectively before the damage to your brand and business is done.

Solution Overview
ZeroFOX saves you from the manual, costly and arduous process of finding and taking down malicious profiles and dangerous posts, working on your behalf to package and report directly to the source provider for removal. ZeroFOX maintains the most effective and broadest takedown capabilities of any security vendor across a wide range of data sources including social media, web, deep and dark, domains and more, saving you time and resources.

Immediate Time-To-Value
Save valuable time & resources
Alleviate time spent on manual and costly processes of identifying and removing malicious content

Rapidly remediate threats
Identify and quickly take action, such as hiding, blocking and removing risks to your brand reputation and customer engagement

Gain visibility and control
Retain sole ownership of your reputation and presence across the widest range of social, mobile, web, domain and other digital channels
Thwart Future Attacks with Defensive Domain Registration

For comprehensive protection and remediation, strengthen ZeroFOX Takedown-as-a-Service™ with ZeroFOX Domain Registration. Rely on ZeroFOX to register and manage your owned domains. ZeroFOX identifies domains closely associated with your brand, executives and assets that you do not currently own, providing recommended actions. Malicious, spoofed, and impersonating domains can be taken down on your behalf. ZeroFOX alerts you to domains that are not currently active but could cause potential future risk to your organization, working with you to proactively register those domains on your behalf, before a bad actor can.

How It Works

Identify and alert on risks
Real-time alerts are generated as the platform identifies risks to your organization. With each alert, our team of experts analyzes and escalates based on identified risk, context and perpetrator details.

Remediate and remove threats
ZeroFOX works on your behalf to directly remove content, profiles, and accounts that violate the terms of service of the social media and digital platforms. ZeroFOX ensures that all remediation is done without you ever lifting a finger.

Hide offensive comments
ZeroFOX can quickly identify and hide comments and posts intended to hurt your brand reputation or impersonate your business. Hiding comments and posts on your owned accounts makes them invisible to the public without notifying the original poster or fully removing the content.

Block malicious profiles
Quickly stop malicious profiles from posting to your owned pages by blocking these fraudulent accounts. Blocking prevents bad actors from interacting and engaging with your brand and business online.

Delete harmful content
ZeroFOX helps you remove comments, posts and profiles that violate terms of service and threaten your brand reputation across social media and digital channels.